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THE PROBLEM

Meaningless Projects
Most of the NFT Projects don't really have a story/ 
reason, why they exist.

Governed and created by people inside 
closed doors
Not everyone can participate, only the particular 
people who started the projects are allowed to make 
decisions.

No Community
Most projects are focused on selling NFTs rather 
than building a community, which can run the 
project.



OUR SOLUTION

Project with a story
Every generation will be based on a special theme.

Ecosystem of Artists
Artists from around the universe are rewarded with 
governance tokens for successfull asset/design 
submission.

Community governed
Most projects are focused on selling NFTs rather 
than building a community, which can run the 
project.



SUPPLY

27 Million 920 

2437 113

Total Warriors Generations

Years to run out 
of warriors

Lowest population 
for a generation

Population for each generation upto 240 generations



TECH STACK

Making use of the Next JS application, we 
were able to speed up the loading time. 
Web3 apps take longer to render because 
of their larger sizes.  

Although pricey, it’s the most trustable 
and secure. We divided the smart 
contracts in two components, one that 
maintains the core functionality and the 
other which generates the attributes,

Front-end

IPFS

View Complete Architecture

Ethereum

Our assets are stored independently and 
the asset CIDs are stored in a registry 
stored in IPFS. We query this registery to 
get assets.

Fetch assets

IPFS

AWS Lambda

Generate 

Warrior

Generate 

Origin Signature

Input
User

Ethereum
Next.JS app

https://lucid.app/lucidchart/invitations/accept/inv_c0b5cff4-f24d-41b6-9888-8fac1bca4405


How it’s done

Each Warrior is made up of attributes 
which are generated based on the input 
provided by user

 Input is concatenated with user’s 
address to create metadat

 Metadata is then used to generate 
unique attributes.

 If the attributes are not unique, add 
salt and generate attributes again.

Creation of Warrior

Generations
Warriors simulate real-life population 
using logistics equation. The parameters 
we selected, ensures each generation 
have unique population. Some with as 
low as 3000, some with as high as 
49,000 but never more than that.

1 000 6564924397132659606582201930...

Fixed prefix

Generation ID Characteristics

Input + User’s Address

Generator

where,

  xn+1, is next gen population percentage

  xn, is the current gen population percentage

  r, is growth rate

  and maximum population is set to 50,000



SCALING

Token

Warrior Token [WRT]. Used 
for governance  and 

revenue sharing.

DAO
Governance accepting 

proposals for the theme, 
proposals for assets from 

artists.

Safe

Multi-sig wallet to handle 
funds directly governed 

by DAO

Warriors App

User facing application 
for NFT sale which 

connects all the dots.

Community, Artists, Brands

Individuals/ Organizations who 
wish to submit proposals for the 
themese, assets or 
endorsements. Artists are 
rewarded with tokens on 
successful asset submission.

Social Causes

Social proposals towards a 
social cause to do fund raising 
in a different way. They get 
funds directly after successful 
completion.

Games/ Virtual collector

Mint and manage warriors. 
Tokenize warriors for game and 
virtual world.

FINAL PRODUCT



FUTURE OF WARRIORS

Depicting 
Current Affairs

Brand 
Endorsement

Virtual Character 
Ownerships

Selecting a theme towards 
current affairs. e.g. A 
theme can be selected to 
help/raise funds for 
Afghanistan Refugees.

Brands can propose for 
endorsment, and the 
characters can be 
designed according the 
brand theme. e.g. Adidas 
can design characters for 
launch of new shoes.

Warriors can be extended 
to support Avatars where 
a user can switch between 
assets and this Avatar can 
be used in multiple 
games/virtual world.
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